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ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
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The portal opens once again to Australia’s premiere event celebrating the cross-section of
cult, genre and arthouse cinema.
FFFA offers a journey beyond any known map of convention. It’s a celebration of those
on the cutting edge of international storytelling: craftspeople and collaborators with unique
voices, and unbounding passion and imagination.
Take a trip through underground dance culture, cosmic queer sci-fi epics, hardboiled murder mysteries, gothic horror freakouts, hand-animated marvels, twisted digital
nightmares, razor-sharp comedy satires, and remastered classics alongside many other
spectacular curiosities.
This year we’ve widened our scope beyond cinema to embrace more modes of creative
expression. We’re proud to launch the inaugural Music Video Blind Date, an event celebrating
the best of our local music and filmmaking talent; and Cinema 1 Nightclub, a unique blend of
live music, visual art and cinema. You can also expect to find nude screenings, in-cinema DJ
performances, Dungeons and Dragons, Q&As and exceptional short form work.
So, ready your eyes, ears, mind and hearts to be blown.
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ABSOLUTE DENIAL

ACTORS

“Looks beautiful, soundtrack absolutely fucking slaps,
the narrative is fun...and Al’s voice has got me acting
UP.”

UK • 2021 • 71 MIN

— LETTERBOXD USER FRANKALEXH

David has locked himself away from the outside world to
build a computer of unprecedented power. He’s a genius
programmer who works day and night on this monolithic
project in an off-the-grid warehouse. The obsession
threatens to destroy his personal and professional life, but
he knows there’s more at stake. As the project pushes David
to his mental and physical limits, he’s forced to confront
the problem of a machine that may be much smarter than
himself.
Frankenstein for a digital age, this remarkable handanimated debut feature from Ryan Braund is a stroke of
artistic and conceptual genius. Taking cues from the AI
cinematic canon - from 2001: A Space Odyssey to Ex
Machina - Absolute Denial does away with the high-tech
underground bases and futuristic industry for something
much more analogue; tangled wires, rickety servers, an old
warehouse and the pencil strokes of a madman trying to
change the world.

DOUBLE FEATURE

Witness the cinematic world of provocateurs and IRL brother and sister duo Betsey Brown
(The Scary of Sixty-First) and FFFA alumni Peter Vack (PVT Chat) in our double-feature
screening of Assholes and Actors.

DIRECTOR

RYAN BRAUND

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
THU 21 APRIL, 9:00PM
SUN 1 MAY, 4:00PM
RITZ CINEMAS
THU 21 APRIL, 9:00PM
MON 25 APRIL, 6:30PM

2021 ANNECY FILM FESTIVAL, 2021
SITGES FILM FESTIVAL, 2021 SHANGHAI
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

In this semi-autobiographical, semi-sequel to
Assholes, Betsey Brown desperately searches
for a creative voice and sense of place in her
acting career. Peter Vack, narcissistically striving
for his next career move, fabricates a trans
identity after feeling his relevance as a male
actor fade away. Horrified by Peter’s actions,
Betsey falls down a manic spiral as the twisted
sibling rivalry rips through both of their lives.
Taking aim at cisgender assumptions,
entitlement and fragmenting perceptions, this
disturbed family affair cements Brown as one of
the most exciting and provocative talents in the
independent film scene.

ASSHOLES
“The most disgusting movie ever made”
— INDIEWIRE

Assholes plays out as a grotesque rom-com
about two lovers (played by Betsey Brown
and Jack Dunphy) who share an anal fetish,
an addiction to amyl, and a demon spawn. The
most controversial film of 2017’s SXSW Film
Festival and probably one of the most obscene
films ever made, Assholes is a cinematic
experience like no other. However, beyond the
gross-out proceedings you’ll find a true piece
of radical art.
USA • 2017 • 74 MIN

USA • 2021 • 80 MIN

DIRECTOR

PETER VACK

DIRECTOR

BETSEY BROWN

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
WED 27 APRIL, 8:30PM 

LIDO CINEMAS
WED 27 APRIL, 6:30PM

RITZ CINEMAS
WED 27 APRIL, 8:30PM 

RITZ CINEMAS
WED 27 APRIL, 6:30PM

Screens with Immaculate Virtual (pg 25)
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AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

AFTER BLUE (DIRTY PARADISE)

AGNES

AFTER BLUE (PARADIS SALE)
“A kaleidoscopic fantasy warped through the lens of a
1970s sci-fi Western, After Blue is a synthetic siren song
for the freaks of the future and the past.” — INDIEWIRE
After the earth is left sick and rotten, a fresh era begins
with new rules, rulers and effortless flair. Roxy, a salacious
teenage loner, discovers a mysterious woman buried
in the sand who promises to grant Roxy three wishes if
she disinters her. Unbeknownst to Roxy, this woman is a
notorious killer and in saving her she unleashes a torrent
of violence on her community. Roxy and her mother - the
colony’s hairdresser - now exiled, may only return once
they bring this notorious criminal to justice. Armed with
their Gucci rifles, the pair journey through toxic forests and
oozing caverns, soon realising that if they are to succeed,
they must recruit the help of this weird world’s lusty
inhabitants.
Its flamboyant sonic manipulation and immaculate
recycled design won After Blue the Special Jury Prize at
Sitges Film Festival and Best Film at the 2021 US Fantastic
Fest. Bertrand Mandico, whose debut feature The Wild
Boys topped the Cahiers du cinéma’s list of 2018 films, has
created a delirious high concept, high fashion and queer
sci-fi epic that has to be seen to be believed.
6

Screens with Which is Witch (pg 26)

FRANCE • 2021 • 127 MIN
DIRECTOR

BERTRAND MANDICO

LANGUAGE

FRENCH (ENGLISH 		
SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SAT 23 APRIL, 6:30PM
FRI 29 APRIL, 6:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SAT 23 APRIL, 9:00PM
SAT 30 APRIL, 6:30PM

2021 TORONTO INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL, 2021 LOCARNO FILM
FESTIVAL, 2021 FANTASTIC FEST (USA),
2021 SITGES FILM FESTIVAL

“A disarming, funny, incredibly unique take on demonic
possession about faith, womanhood, and, of course,
horny nuns.” — THE FILM STAGE
In the backroom of an unassuming convent, young sister
Agnes explodes in a fit of rage and blasphemy. Fear of
demonic possession ripples through the clergy as the
Church sends for a veteran priest and his protege to
investigate the incident. It’s clear this inquiry isn’t quite as it
appears as the Church’s ulterior motives begin to surface.
Meanwhile, the budding priest takes a shine to the reserved
sister Mary, a close friend of Agnes, whose faith is being
tested by the harrowing ordeal. As the situation worsens,
the congregation must decide how to overcome this
primordial evil and cleanse their souls.
Prolific American auteur and FFFA alumni Mickey
Reece (Climate of the Hunter) returns with his 28th feature
and most accomplished project to date. With his signature
flair for immaculate composition, extravagant performances
and devilish humour, Reece turns genre convention on its
head and offers a daring and well-needed reinvention of the
exorcism canon.

USA • 2021 • 93 MIN
DIRECTOR

MICKEY REECE

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
THU 26 APRIL, 9:00PM
MON 2 MAY, 6:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SUN 24 APRIL, 6:30PM
MON 2 MAY, 6:30PM

2021 TRIBECA FILM FESTIVAL, 2021
FANTASIA FILM FESTIVAL, 2021 SITGES
FILM FESTIVAL
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AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

ALL MY FRIENDS HATE ME
“A ferociously witty, deeply British evisceration of
upper-class Millennial anxiety.” — VARIETY
30-something Pete is cautiously excited about a reunion
with his college friends, taking place for a birthday bash
getaway at a lavish country manor. Since working overseas
Pete has grown distant from his friends; he’s prepared
himself for some good-natured ribbing, heavy drinking
and an uncomfortable walk down memory lane. However,
as soon as he arrives something feels off about the affair.
He seems to be the target of strangely direct jokes,
misunderstandings, and microaggressions: he is unable to
shake the fear that his youthful friendships aren’t – or maybe
never were – what he thought. To make matters worse,
Pete’s friends arrive at the manor with a local stranger who
seems to be revelling in his discomfort and studying him
a bit too intensely. It’s unclear if this is his own insecurities
getting the better of him or if the weekend is about to take a
sinister turn…
A delightfully awkward dark comedy that doubles as a
razor-sharp psycho-horror, All My Friends Hate Me captures
a potent, and surprisingly timely, fear: if I haven’t seen my
friends for several years and then try to reconnect with
them, will they think I’m a twit?
8

Screens with It’s Alright (pg 25)

DREAMS ON FIRE
UK • 2021 • 93 MIN

“ dreams rlly do be on fire.”

JAPAN/CANADA • 2021 • 122 MIN

DIRECTOR

ANDREW GAYNORD

— LETTERBOXD USER SWAGGALISIOUS

DIRECTOR

PHILIPPE MCKIE

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

LANGUAGE

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
FRI 22 APRIL, 8:30PM
TUE 3 MAY, 9:00PM 

JAPANESE (ENGLISH
SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
MON 25 APRIL, 8:30PM 
TUE 3 MAY, 6:30PM

RITZ CINEMAS
SUN 24 APRIL, 4:00PM
TUE 3 MAY, 9:00PM 
2021 TRIBECA FILM FESTIVAL, 2021 BFI
LONDON FILM FESTIVAL

“Not only the best dance-film of recent years but
might very well be one of the best Japanese films to be
released this year.”
— PSYCHOCINEMATOGRAPHY

Fleeing to Tokyo to fulfil her dreams of becoming a dancer,
Yume soon realises that success doesn’t come quickly or
easily. Alone in the big smoke, she navigates street dance
competitions, hip-hop lessons, underground clubs, life in her
tiny flat alongside the many colourful characters she meets
along the way. To keep her head above water she picks up
work as a hostess in the red light district, a job far removed
from her initial ambition that may grow her self-confidence
but also risks leading her down a toxic spiral.
Starring one of Japan’s most celebrated dancers,
Bambi Naka, in her first leading role, Dreams on Fire is
an electrifying journey through dance and underground
culture. Director Philippe McKie seamlessly guides us
through Japan’s most dazzling sights and sounds grounded
by a truly brilliant human drama at its centre.

RITZ CINEMAS
MON 25 APRIL, 8:30PM 
TUE 3 MAY, 6:30PM
2021 FANTASIA FILM FESTIVAL
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AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

25TH ANNIVERSARY

THE EXECUTION

NUDE SCREENING

THE FULL MONTY

KAZN
“This is a bad ass Russian serial killer film.”

RUSSIA • 2021 • 130 MIN

— LETTERBOXD USER ANTONIO QUINTERO

DIRECTOR

LADO KVATANIYA

LANGUAGE

A woman discovered stumbling out of a forest bears the
calling cards of a serial killer case long closed. Detective
Issa Valentinotich takes it upon himself to solve this
reopened investigation; he is worried about how this
new attack will affect his career and recent promotion.
Valentinotich’s original investigation into the series of brutal
murders took place several years ago, in the highly turbulent
political environment of 1988 USSR. As the investigation
grows increasingly personal, the motives of each onscreen character become less and less clear. A horrific
mix of institutionalised manipulation, toxic masculinity and
senseless violence surround the detective as he connects
the dots of this case while its blood-soaked conclusion
looms ahead of him.
Following in the legacy of staples of the genre - think
M, True Detective, Memories of Murder and Se7en - The
Execution utilises the stylised and macabre police detective
vs serial killer set-up to devastating effect.

10

SESSIONS

“Loads of nonchalant humor, serious social
underpinnings and a wonderfully incongruous edge.”

UK • 1997 • 93 MIN
DIRECTOR

PETER CATTANEO

RUSSIAN (ENGLISH 		
SUBTITLES)

— THE NEW YORK TIMES

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

LIDO CINEMAS
THU 21 APRIL, 6:30PM
TUE 26 APRIL, 6:30PM

“Bright and sassy, The Full Monty is a treat.” — VARIETY

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SUN 1 MAY, 6:30PM 

RITZ CINEMAS
THU 21 APRIL, 6:30PM
TUE 26 APRIL, 9:00PM
2021 FANTASTIC FEST (USA),
2021 SITGES FILM FESTIVAL, 2021
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
ROTTERDAM

After losing his job at a steel factory, Gaz (Robert Carlyle)
learns that his wife wants to sue him for missed child
support payments. Desperate for money, Gaz and his
friend Dave (Mark Addy) decide to create their own male
striptease act. The two friends recruit four more men,
including their former foreman (Tom Wilkinson) and a
security guard (Steve Huison). The group promises that
their show will succeed because they are willing to go ‘the
Full Monty’... completely naked.
Go the full monty with us for a special event naked
screening celebrating the 25th anniversary of this seminal
comedy masterpiece. Charming and hilarious, while
exploring nuanced themes like body image, ageism,
mental health, family, unemployment and masculinity, The
Full Monty is an uplifting triumph that earned four Oscar
nominations including Best Picture and Best Director.
FFFA invites Australian audiences to embrace the
spirit of the film: strip bare in the cinema and join us for a
cinematic experience that won’t soon be forgotten.

RITZ CINEMAS
SUN 1 MAY, 6:30PM 

SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR EVENT
GUIDELINES
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AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

GOOD MADAM

THE INNOCENTS

MLUNGU WAMMLUNGU WAM

DE USKYLDIGE

“A quiet, tightly wound horror film… decades of
dysfunctional race relations are compressed and
twisted to eerie effect in Bass’s clever, culturally
revealing creeper.” — VARIETY
Tsidi, a single mother grieving the death of her grandmother,
is forced to move back to her childhood home with her
daughter. The house is where Tsidi’s mother Mavis lives
as the caretaker of a large estate in a well-off suburb of
Capetown. She’s worked there most of Tsidi’s life, diligently
serving the enigmatic owner Madam Diane. Nothing is to be
touched or moved lest the new tenants make their presence
known to the bedridden Madam. Tsidi senses ominous
energy permeating from the home’s manicured walls, and
strange happenings soon evolve into supernatural dangers.
Tsidi finds Mavis’ unwavering obedience to the bedridden
Madam deeply unsettling, and tries to heal her fractured
family… with sinister and unexpected consequences.
Jenna Cato Bass and Babalwa Baartman wrote Good
Madam’s script in collaboration with the film’s actors,
transforming a legacy of generational trauma and racism
into a bone-chilling horror satire and one of the best haunted
house films in recent memory.

SOUTH AFRICA • 2021 • 92 MIN
DIRECTOR

JENNA CATO BASS

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH, XHOSA 		
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
THU 28 APRIL, 9:00PM
SUN 1 MAY, 8:30PM 
RITZ CINEMAS
FRI 29 APRIL, 6:30PM
SUN 1 MAY, 8:30PM 

2021 TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL, 2022 GÖTEBORG FILM
FESTIVAL, 2021 AFI FEST

“The Innocents questions the nature of good and evil,
pondering whether it is inherited, the work of the devil or
something learned. Vogt’s ambiguous narrative makes
all of these conclusions possible.” — CINEUROPA
Set in an estate of enormous housing complexes,
playgrounds and nearby forests, The Innocents follows
the lives of a group of young children over a bright Nordic
summer. Away from parental supervision, the children form
close bonds as they realise their own special abilities and
hone their supernatural skills. One seems to be able to
move objects with their mind, while another can read others’
thoughts. As the children become more powerful, playtime
takes a dark turn and the line between childhood innocence
and ruthless cruelty becomes opaque.
Shocking, imaginative, and extreme in all the right ways,
Norwegian director Eskil Vogt (co-writer of current arthouse
sensation The Worst Person in the World) has created an
unsettling nightmare. Led by a remarkable ensemble of firsttime child actors, The Innocents will have you side-eyeing
anyone under twelve, if you don’t already.

NORWAY • 2021 • 117 MIN
DIRECTOR

ESKIL VOGT

LANGUAGE

NORWEGIAN (ENGLISH
SUBTITLES)

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SUN 24 APRIL, 8:40PM
SAT 30 APRIL, 9:10PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SUN 24 APRIL, 8:30PM
MON 2 MAY, 8:30PM

2021 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

Screens with Let’s Fall in Love (pg 26)
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CLOSING NIGHT

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

OPENING NIGHT

NEW YORK NINJA
“Nirvana for fans of retro action trash.” — VARIETY

THE NORTHMAN
USA • 2021 • 93 MIN
DIRECTOR

Originally shot in 1984 but not finished until 2021, New
York Ninja chronicles the rise of John, a TV news sound
technician turned vigilante. Crime is rising in New York
City: with violence and kidnappings around every corner,
criminals own the streets. As police struggle to suppress the
carnage, John decides to take justice into his own hands.
He dons a white ninja cowl, hell-bent on restoring order, one
rollerblading smoke bomb attack at a time. He soon not only
draws the admiration of the city but becomes the target of
every criminal, including a mysterious villain known only as
the Plutonium Killer.
Abandoned during production by director and star
John Liu, only the unedited camera negative remained.
Painstakingly reconstructed and re-voiced in 2021, New
York Ninja finally screens in all of its bombastic insanity,
giving audiences long-anticipated access to an almost-lost
treasure.

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

JOHN LIU,
KURTIS SPIELER

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
FRI 6 MAY, 8:30PM 
RITZ CINEMAS
FRI 6 MAY, 8:30PM 

One of the most highly anticipated films of 2022, The
Northman is the ambitious new feature from celebrated
director Robert Eggers (The Witch, The Lighthouse).
For FFFA 2022 Opening Night, join us at midnight to be
the first to see this cinematic feast on the big screen.
Tickets include drinks on arrival, and a pre-screening set
from DJ Mum (Lido Cinemas).

USA • 2022 • 120 MIN
DIRECTOR

ROBERT EGGERS

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
THU 21 APRIL, 12:01AM 
RITZ CINEMAS
THU 21 APRIL, 12:01AM 

DJ AND DRINKS FROM 11:00PM

From visionary director Robert Eggers comes The
Northman, an action-filled epic that follows a young Viking
prince on his quest to avenge his father’s murder. With an
all-star cast that includes Alexander Skarsgård, Nicole
Kidman, Claes Bang, Anya Taylor-Joy, Ethan Hawke, Björk,
and Willem Dafoe.
Screens with Once Familiar (pg 26)

Screens with Fruit (pg 25)
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AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

THE PENULTIMATE

PETROV’S FLU

DEN NÆSTSIDSTE

PETROVY V GRIPPE

“A complex, Kafkaesque piece rich in absurdity, black
humour and symbolism.” — CINEUROPA
In this demented re-imaging of Alice in Wonderland, an
insignificant water inspector arrives to audit an isolated
housing complex, only to become imprisoned in its
labyrinthian walls. Trapped with its unsavoury inhabitants,
a Kafkaesque descent into the abyss ensues as the clerk
must traverse increasingly harrowing and bizarre ordeals
in order to escape from his seemingly incomprehensible
prison.
A truly remarkable piece of pitch-black absurdist
humour, The Penultimate is a grotesque cryptic world unlike
any other put to screen. A true backroom nightmare born
from concrete, every aspect of the film is directed with the
finest of detail. An unmissable cinematic expression of
the Theatre of the Absurd, the symbolism applied in The
Penultimate challenges us to examine the very fabric of
human existence.

16

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

“Breathtaking filmmaking… palpably visionary and
abrasively obscure, an intensely expressive work.”

RUSSIA • 2021 • 145 MIN
DIRECTOR

KIRILL SEREBRENNIKOV

DANISH (ENGLISH 		
SUBTITLES)

— LITTLE WHITE LIES

LANGUAGE

RUSSIAN (ENGLISH 		
SUBTITLES)

LIDO CINEMAS
THURS 28 APRIL, 6:30PM
MON 2 MAY, 8:30PM

In a flu-stricken, semi-dystopian post-Soviet Russia, Petrov
is a comic book artist who is thrust from one frenzied set
piece to another: a bus full of cretins, an alien abduction, a
hearse carrying a corpse that may or may not be dead, and
a possessed ex-wife on a vengeful and bloody rampage.
Petrov’s Flu is a literal cinematic fever dream of jawdropping proportions, where memory, fantasy and reality
blur.
Adapting a novel by Aleksey Salnikov, Kirill
Serebrennikov developed the screenplay while under
house arrest. The result is a devastatingly sharp critique
of a country in the grip of an unfeeling and uncaring state.
Sometimes hilarious, other times repulsive, but always
captivating, Petrov’s Flu is the psychotic episode of a beast
unleashed.

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
FRI 29 APRIL, 9:00PM
WED 4 MAY, 6:00PM

DENMARK • 2021 • 120 MIN
DIRECTOR

JONAS KÆRUP HJORT

LANGUAGE
SESSIONS

RITZ CINEMAS
THU 28 APRIL, 8:30PM
WED 4 MAY, 6:30PM
2020 TALLINN BLACK NIGHTS FILM
FESTIVAL

RITZ CINEMAS
FRI 29 APRIL, 8:30PM
2021 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL, 2021
SAN SEBASTIÁN INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL, 2021 BFI LONDON FILM
FESTIVAL
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4K RESTORATION

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

POSSESSION
“One of the most demented movies of all time.”

FRANCE/GERMANY • 1981 • 124 MIN

— INDIEWIRE

DIRECTOR

ANDRZEJ ZULAWSKI

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SAT 23 APRIL, 4:00PM
THU 5 MAY, 8:30PM

Set in the shadow of the Berlin Wall and infused with Cold
War-era paranoia and tension, Possession presents one of
the most tortured portraits of a disintegrating marriage ever
presented on screen.
Spy Mark (Sam Neil) returns to West Berlin after a
mission to find that his wife Anna (Isabelle Adjani) wants
a divorce. She is having an affair, but insists that isn’t the
reason. When Mark hires a private detective to get to the
truth, an even more disturbing secret is uncovered: Anna
keeps a separate apartment housing an otherworldly,
tentacled creature with a ravenous sexual appetite (created
by special effects legend Carlo Rambaldo of Alien fame).
So continues the descent into a nightmarish maze of
jealousy, carnality, terror and violence where identity and
reality are almost impossible to distinguish. Notorious for the
demands it placed on its stars, Adjani’s searing performance
earned her the Best Actress Award at Cannes in 1981.
Savagely cut for the US market by bewildered distributors
and banned in the UK for almost two decades, this restored
edition showcases Possession as the director intended. It
remains every bit as powerful and shocking today as it was
on release.
18

POSER

RITZ CINEMAS
SAT 30 APRIL, 4:00PM
THU 5 MAY, 8:30PM
1981 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

“Spiky, funny, feverish, and more than a little nail-biting…
an auspicious debut.”— INDIEWIRE
Set against the backdrop of the thriving Columbus indie
music scene, and evocatively unfolding across warehouse
gigs, experimental art shows and house parties, Poser
centres on Lennon, a timid music enthusiast who observes
the city’s cultural happenings from the sidelines. A yearning
to be a part of the creative inner circle spurs her into
creating a podcast featuring live music and conversations
with the artists she so fervently admires. The project
leads her to Bobbi Kitten, an enigmatic and cutting-edge
performer who takes Lennon under her wing. However,
there is a dark undertone to Lennon’s relationship with
Bobbi as the line between friendship and obsession starts
to blur.
Sylvie Mix’s understated performance as Lennon
captures the deeply relatable anxiety of being an outsider,
and the charismatic Bobbi Kitten, played by the Columbus
musician of the same name, will make you an instant fan
of her subversive creative flair. With pitch perfect style,
atmosphere and a dash of dark humour, Poser is a stunning
snapshot of a vivid artistic community, and a profound
psycho-drama of misdirected identity.

USA • 2021 • 87 MIN
DIRECTOR

NOAH DIXON, ORI SEGEV

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SAT 23 APRIL, 9:00PM
THU 5 MAY, 6:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
WED 27 APRIL, 6:40PM
THU 5 MAY, 6:30PM

2021 TRIBECA FILM FESTIVAL
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AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

STRAWBERRY MANSION
“A wild, lyrical science-fiction world.” — THE NEW YORKER

THE TIMEKEEPERS OF ETERNITY
USA • 2021 • 91 MIN
DIRECTOR

“One of the most unique indie visions in years.”
— LOS ANGELES TIMES

In the near future, citizens are required to record their
dreams for tax purposes. James Preble - a dream auditor
- travels to the eccentric home of ageing artist Arabella
Isadora to ensure no infringements on intellectual property
have been made during her sleep. However, there’s
something about her dreams that feels different. As
James embarks on a cosmic journey through Arabella’s
subconscious (all stored on VHS), he discovers a world lost
to him, falls in love, and begins to doubt everything he once
knew of his reality.
Shot on video and transferred to 16mm, Strawberry
Mansion feels like a lost transmission from an alternate
universe. Beyond its gleefully delirious and increasingly
frenzied imagery is a complex love letter to filmmaking, and
a heartfelt examination of what lies at the core of creative
expression.
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KENTUCKER AUDLEY,
ALBERT BIRNEY

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
FRI 22 APRIL, 8:50PM
FRI 6 MAY, 6:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
THU 28 APRIL, 6:30PM
SUN 1 MAY, 4:00PM

2021 SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL, 2021
FANTASIA FILM FESTIVAL, 2021 SITGES
FILM FESTIVAL

“Foaming at the mouth!!!! i am positively foaming at the
mouth over this one!!!!!” — LETTERBOXD USER BRAHSKI
On a redeye flight between Boston to LA, a group of
strangers awake to the surreal discovery that the plane’s
crew and passengers have disappeared. Those that remain
force an emergency landing to a nearby airport and find
an outside world devoid of all life. Tensions mount as this
cosmic anomaly tests the sanity of the passengers. All
the while an ominous sound draws closer, suggesting an
impending doom.
Born from the Stephen King novella The Langoliers
- which was adapted into a 1995 TV movie - animator
Aristotelis Maragkos painstakingly printed every frame of
the movie to paper, reshaping it through black and white
collage animation. Surreal distortions and reconstructions
manifest the drama as literal tears and crinkles at the frame.
The result is a film that uses its own form not only to express
its unnerving narrative but to magnify the performance of its
cast, and remain a supremely entertaining masterstroke of
remix art.

GREECE • 2021 • 64 MIN
DIRECTOR

ARISTOTELIS MARAGKOS

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SUN 24 APRIL, 4:30PM
WED 4 MAY, 9:00PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SAT 23 APRIL, 4:30PM
SAT 30 APRIL, 9:10PM

2021 FANTASTIC FEST (USA)
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AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

ULTRASOUND

WE’RE ALL GOING TO THE WORLD’S FAIR

“The less you know, the better. David Lynch meets
Steven Soderbergh meets Christopher Nolan.” —

USA • 2021 • 103 MIN
DIRECTOR

ROB SCHROEDER

LETTERBOXD USER KEVIN DANDO

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
MON 25 APRIL, 6:30PM
SAT 30 APRIL, 4:00PM

Driving home during a rainstorm, Glen experiences car
trouble and seeks refuge in the only house he can find.
He’s greeted by an oddly friendly middle-aged man,
Arthur, and his younger wife, Cyndi, who are more than
eager to help. As they all share in a drink, a strange sexual
tension starts to brew between the trio and Arthur makes
Glen an unexpected offer he can’t refuse. Meanwhile, in
a mysterious research facility, bizarre experiments are
taking place that are somehow connected to these outside
happenings. Shirley, one of the medical staff leading the
research, has doubts about the true intent of her enigmatic
employers as the lives of these disconnected strangers
begin to converge.
In this mind-bending puzzle box, newcomer director
Rob Schroeder is always one step ahead of the viewer.
Comparable to the best moments of the Twilight Zone,
Ultrasound remains a wickedly enjoyable pulpy romp from
start to finish.

RITZ CINEMAS
FRI 22 APRIL, 9:00PM
TUE 26 APRIL, 6:30PM
2021 TRIBECCA FILM FESTIVAL, 2021
FANTASIA FILM FESTIVAL

“Impossible to shake… an auspicious, wildly smart
narrative feature debut.” — INDIEWIRE
Late on a cold night, in an attic bedroom somewhere in
America, teenage Casey is Illuminated only by the cold glow
of a computer monitor. With a nervous smile she repeats:
I want to go to the World’s Fair
I want to go to the World’s Fair
I want to go to the World’s Fair

USA • 2021 • 86 MIN
DIRECTOR

JANE SCHOENBRUN

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
FRI 22 APRIL, 6:30PM 
SAT 30 APRIL, 9:00PM
RITZ CINEMAS
FRI 22 APRIL, 6:45PM 
FRI 6 MAY, 6:30PM

2021 SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL, 2021
FANTASIA FILM FESTIVAL

This incantation signals her entry into an ominous online
challenge, supposedly causing reality-altering effects on its
participants. As Casey attempts to document the changes
that may or may not be happening to her, a foreboding
sense of doom seeps in from her video diaries. A strange
figure soon reaches out from a dark corner of the internet.
Are they offering guidance or are their intentions of a
sinister nature?
This Sundance breakout seamlessly weaves
psychological horror and the peripheral digital landscape
into an immersive and terrifying experience of psychological
decay.

Screens with Macho Carne (pg 26)
22

 The Fri 22 April, Lido Cinemas session screens with a live musical introduction from Tyler Bain.
See fantasticfilmfestival.com.au for details
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SHORT FILMS
IN THE SOIL (DET ER I JORDEN)
DENMARK • 2021 • 14 MIN • DIRECTOR CASPER KJELDSEN

When Karoline’s father, Kjed, starts digging deep into
the garden, a sinister tone sets over the lush Danish
countryside. The days turn for the worse as the pit becomes
a grave and their relationship begins to wear.
Screens with What Josiah Saw (pg 24)

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

FRUIT

WHAT JOSIAH SAW
“Unapologetically brutal, the kind of haunting drama
that feels unsettling and dangerous even in its quiet,
character-driven moments.” — ROGEREBERT.COM
Everyone in town knows about the old Graham farm on
Willow Road. Some claim the house is still haunted, cursed
by its disturbing history. Josiah and his youngest son
Thomas are the only ones from the strange family to remain
at the decrepit estate. But now Josiah has terrifying visions
from beyond – and he decides it’s high time to right the
wrongs of the past. After being away for over two decades,
Eli and Mary, Josiah’s eldest children, are enticed to sell the
property and reunite at the old farmhouse one last time in
hopes of closing this haunting chapter of their lives for good.
A crescendo of horror ensues as the demented patriarch
- played by Robert Patrick, the former Terminator T-1000 makes sure the family’s sins are paid in full
Played out in four sections, the film recounts how each
member of the Graham family grapples with the traumas
suffered during childhood. Director Vincent Grashaw
delivers an epic modern gothic fable that gives even Mike
Flanagan (Haunting of Hillhouse, Midnight Mass) a run for
his money. The evil conjured here will haunt you long after
the credits roll.
24

Screens with In the Soil (pg 25)

CANADA/HONG KONG • 2020 • 3 MIN • DIRECTOR IVAN LI

Peel back the skin and look at fruit differently: this is fruitcore at its most oiled.
USA • 2021 • 120 MIN
DIRECTOR

VINCENT GRASHAW

LANGUAGE

ENGLISH

SESSIONS

LIDO CINEMAS
SUN 24 APRIL, 6:00PM
SAT 30 APRIL, 6:30PM
RITZ CINEMAS
SAT 23 APRIL, 6:20PM
WED 4 MAY, 9:00PM

2021 FANTASIA FILM FESTIVAL

Screens with New York Ninja (pg 14)
WARNING: EPILEPSY TRIGGERS

IMMACULATE VIRTUAL
CANADA/GERMANY • 2021 • 9 MIN • DIRECTOR RYLEY O’BYRNE

Contemplate the nature of reality, intimacy, and loss in the
complicated space where technology and humanity blend.
Screens with Absolute Denial (pg 4)

IT’S ALRIGHT (VISKAS GERAI)
LITHUANIA • 2020 • 17 MIN • DIRECTOR JORŪNĖ GREIČIŪTĖ

Two middle aged people embark on a date to a secluded
and romantic river, the perfect place to connect.
Screens with All My Friends Hate Me (pg 8)
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EVENTS
LET’S FALL IN LOVE
CHINA • 2021 • 5 MIN • DIRECTOR ZHOU SHENGWEI

Isolation and loneliness, shown through stop motion
clothing. The lo-fi return from S-He (FFFA 2019) Director
Zhou Shengwei questions what it means to be alone and
what happen when nobody is looking.
Screens with Good Madam (pg 12)

MACHO CARNE
BRAZIL • 2021 • 15 MIN • DIRECTOR GEORGE PEDROSA

A poetic ode to queer masculinity, fetishism of the body, and
sweat and blood.
Screens with Ultrasound (pg 22)

ONCE FAMILIAR
UK • 2020 • 11 MIN • DIRECTOR RUBÉN GONZÁLEZ

Waking up in the forest, a girl begins to follows visions and
flashes that are all too familiar but vividly disturbed.
Screens with The Northman (pg 15)
WARNING: EPILEPSY TRIGGERS

Embracing local creators, Music Video Blind
Date is a collaborative community initiative
connecting the best of Melbourne’s music
scene with its premiere filmmaking talent.
Here’s the idea - we’ve curated a killer
list of the best local artists and asked the
filmmaking community to flex creative muscles
by developing a unique music video for their
favourite bands. Now for the first time, we invite
you to witness the fruits of their labours for a
screening of their work where the filmmakers
and the artists watch the clip premiere on the
big screen!
With prizes up for grabs, a live performance
from Blind Date artist Quell and a cinema filled
with some of Melbourne’s most creative minds,
it’s going to be wild night of music video magic.
Thanks to our friends at Revelation Film
Festival.

In collaboration with:
00_
A.Girl
Beans
Blinde Revolver
Delivery
Easy Browns
Ecosystem
Hooper Crescent

Saturday 23 April, from 6pm
Lido Cinemas, Hawthorn

House Deposit
Jungle Breed
Matt Paine

*Normal ticket prices apply

Mindy Meng Wang

Mindy Meng Wang
and Fia Fell
Pinch Points
Plastic
Quell
Rhysics
The Rookies
Shove
Slush
The Sunfruits
Winnie
Yoni Bresley & Abby
Sundhorn

WHICH IS WITCH?

ANALOGUE ORGY

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS

FRANCE • 2020 • 6 MIN • DIRECTOR MARIE LOSIER

Take a trip back into the truly analogue world
of 16mm film as we present a carefully curated
program of oddball tidbits from the 60s, 70s
and 80s.

Sunday 1 May, from 3pm
Lido Cinemas, Hawthorn

Free event
Saturday 23 April, from 5pm
Lido Cinemas, Hawthorn

*All tickets $20

Frozen since the beginning of time, Louis II Bavaria is found
by three sister witches, unravelling the mysteries of the past
in this surrealist fairy tale of colour, striking costumes and
dance.
Screens with After Blue (pg 6)
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MUSIC VIDEO BLIND DATE

Sunday 1 May, from 3pm
Ritz Cinemas, Randwick

Select FFFA films screen with a director Q&A. See fantasticfilmfestival.com.au for details.
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CINEMA 1 NIGHTCLUB — FEMALE WIZARD LIVE DJ SET WITH
EXPERIMENTAL VISUALS FROM BABEN SHIN

SESSION TIMES
MELBOURNE // LIDO CINEMAS, HAWTHORN
THURSDAY 21 APRIL
12:01AM The Northman 
6:30PM The Execution
9:00PM Absolute Denial
FRIDAY 22 APRIL
6:30PM We’re All Going to the
World’s Fair 
8:30PM All My Friends Hate Me
8:50PM Strawberry Mansion
SATURDAY 23 APRIL
4:00PM Possession
6:00PM Music Video Blind Date 
6:30PM After Blue
9:00PM Poser

TUESDAY 26 APRIL
6:30PM The Execution
9:00PM Agnes
WEDNESDAY 27 APRIL
6:30PM Assholes
8:30PM Actors 
THURSDAY 28 APRIL
6:30PM The Penultimate
9:00PM Good Madam
FRIDAY 29 APRIL
6:30PM After Blue
9:00PM Female Wizard 
9:00PM Petrov’s Flu

SUNDAY 24 APRIL
4:30PM The Timekeepers of
Eternity
6:00PM What Josiah Saw
8:40PM The Innocents

SATURDAY 30 APRIL
4:00PM Ultrasound
6:30PM What Josiah Saw
9:00PM We’re All Going to the
World’s Fair
9:10PM
The Innocents

MONDAY 25 APRIL
6:30PM Ultrasound
8:30PM Dreams on Fire

SUNDAY 1 MAY
4:00PM Absolute Denial
6:30PM The Full Monty 

8:30PM

Good Madam 

MONDAY 2 MAY
6:30PM Agnes
8:30PM The Penultimate
TUESDAY 3 MAY
6:30PM Dreams on Fire
9:00PM All My Friends Hate
Me 
WEDNESDAY 4 MAY
6:00PM Petrov’s Flu
9:00PM The Timekeepers of
Eternity
THURSDAY 5 MAY
6:30PM Poser
8:30PM Possession
FRIDAY 6 MAY
6:30PM Strawberry Mansion
8:30PM New York Ninja 

SYDNEY // RITZ CINEMAS, RANDWICK
DJ Female Wizard graces the cinema stage
for an audiovisual spectacle. Visual artist
Baben Shin, the mastermind behind Female
Wizard’s music video for Post-Rejection,
has designed a unique visual interpretation
of Female Wizard’s work to play across the
cinema screen, culminating in a live gala event
that turns cinema toward new grounds.
The dimension-bending, genre-busting,
ego-crushing sounds of underground artist
Female Wizard transmit a transcendental
dancefloor experience. Crafted across years
of experimentation, her DJ approach allows for
unexpected trajectories of movement to open
up on the dancefloor, where sonic immersion is
brought forth for those willing to take the ride.
Playing prestigious spots at Golden Plains, a
28

residency at LEFAG, and featured on Boiler
Room, the 2021 Melbourne Music Award
Winner for the Best Electronic Act is a true
Australian icon, and a beacon of Melbourne
music.
Join us for an immersive experience as we
blur the lines between night club, visual art and
cinema.
Friday 29 April, 9pm - late
Lido Cinemas, Hawthorn
Saturday 30 April, 9pm - late
Ritz Cinemas, Randwick
*All tickets $25

THURSDAY 21 APRIL
12:01AM The Northman 
6:30PM The Execution
9:00PM Absolute Denial
FRIDAY 22 APRIL
6:45PM We’re All Going to the
World’s Fair 
9:00PM Ultrasound
SATURDAY 23 APRIL
4:30PM The Timekeepers of
Eternity
6:20PM What Josiah Saw
9:00PM After Blue
SUNDAY 24 APRIL
4:00PM All My Friends Hate Me
6:30PM Agnes
8:30PM The Innocents
MONDAY 25 APRIL
6:30PM Absolute Denial
8:30PM Dreams on Fire 
TUESDAY 26 APRIL
6:30PM Ultrasound

9:00PM

The Execution

WEDNESDAY 27 APRIL
6:30PM Assholes
6:40PM Poser
8:30PM Actors 
THURSDAY 28 APRIL
6:30PM Strawberry Mansion
8:30PM The Penultimate
FRIDAY 29 APRIL
6:30PM Good Madam
8:30PM Petrov’s Flu
SATURDAY 30 APRIL
4:00PM Possession
6:30PM After Blue
9:00PM Female Wizard 
9:10PM
The Timekeepers of
Eternity

MONDAY 2 MAY
6:30PM Agnes
8:30PM The Innocents
TUESDAY 3 MAY
6:30PM Dreams on Fire
9:00PM All My Friends Hate Me 
WEDNESDAY 4 MAY
6:30PM The Penultimate
9:00PM What Josiah Saw
THURSDAY 5 MAY
6:30PM Poser
8:30PM Possession
FRIDAY 6 MAY
6:30PM We’re All Going to the
World’s Fair
8:30PM New York Ninja 

SUNDAY 1 MAY
4:00PM Strawberry Mansion
6:30PM The Full Monty 
8:30PM Good Madam 

 Accompanied by an event. See pages 27-28 and fantasticfilmfestival.com.au for more information
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TICKETS & VENUES
Book now at
fantasticfilmfestival.com.au
MELBOURNE

SYDNEY

Lido Cinemas
675 Glenferrie Road, Hawthorn
(03) 8658 0000
lidocinemas.com.au

Ritz Cinemas
45 St Pauls Street, Randwick
(02) 8324 2500
ritzcinemas.com.au

ALL VENUES
Single tickets
Adult $21.50
Concession and Member $17.50
Show your student card at the box office for $16 tickets
Festival Film Passes
5 pass $75
VIP pass (valid for redemption on all films) $250
See fantasticfilmfestival.com.au/festival-passes
Terms and conditions
Single ticket concession rates apply to students, healthcare and pension
cardholders and seniors, as well as Lido and Ritz Cinemas members. All tickets are
non-refundable. Tickets can be exchanged for a film at the same venue for a fee
of $2.50 per ticket at least 24 hours prior to screening. VIP festival passes are for
separate sessions for one person and can be redeemed on special events.

CODE OF CONDUCT
Fantastic Film Festival Australia does not tolerate inappropriate or
unacceptable behaviour, nor any off-screen activities that cause anyone
to feel uncomfortable or unsafe. If you experience any of this behaviour,
we encourage you to approach festival staff.
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FFFA HAS RECEIVED A CLASSIFICATION EXEMPTION FROM THE CLASSIFICATION
BOARD. UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE ON THE WEBSITE, ALL SCREENINGS ARE
RESTRICTED TO PATRONS AGED 18 AND OVER.

LIDO CINEMAS, HAWTHORN
RITZ CINEMAS, RANDWICK
21 APRIL — 6 MAY

FANTASTICFILMFESTIVAL.COM.AU

